
How to Prevent Cockroaches in Kitchen Cabinets 
Cockroaches in their pre-historic form have been around from the beginning of time. They were here 
before the dinosaurs and will be here for hundreds of years to come. How do you get rid of these 
creatures? The answer isn’t that simple. Cockroaches have survived because of their incredible stamina. 
They can withstand meteors, you have to fight fire with fire.  

So, the unspeakable happened, you found a cockroach in your kitchen cabinet! What do you do next? 
The first thing that most people do is clean their house with harsh chemicals and cleaners. This won’t 
have any effect on the habitation of the cockroaches because their nest could be inside your walls or 
flooring.  

You can run out and buy traps from the hardware store. But, this does not guarantee that these bugs 
will keel over and die. The adhesive traps tend to work better than others. This is because the 
cockroaches get stuck to an adhesive material and can’t escape. You will totally believe that this method 
working great because you are actually seeing your unwanted guests stuck to a piece of material. This 
may work for a few of the bugs but these traps won’t get to the root of the issue, the nest.  

Now, if that doesn’t work you can always try home remedies. If you go to google and look up how to get 
rid of roaches an abundance of remedies pop up like: 

• Using citrus sprays 
• Soaps  
• Using peels 
• Boric Acid and Powdered Sugar 

None of these remedies kill the nest of the cockroaches and in a few months, you may find yourself 
stomping on crunchy roaches once again. Cockroaches only come out at night and it is very likely that if 
you check your cabinets again at night you will find some creepy crawlers hanging out with your pasta. 

Things that seem to work don’t always have success. The only true way to get rid of roaches is to call in 
the brigade. Call a pest control specialist to come and inspect your home to see how far these creepy 
crawlers have nested into your walls.  

It is scary to think of all of the diseases that cockroaches spread. Keep this in mind when you find one in 
your kitchen. All of their diseased little tentacles are running around on your food. The same food that 
your family thinks is safe to eat. Don’t endanger yourself or your family for creepy crawlers, trust your 
family’s health to the professionals. 
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